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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Opening 

A qreat deal has been done in the area of error 

detection of binary codes. A simple example is the even 

parity code. All common error detection schemes detect th~ 

code word (or block) in which the error has occurred. The 

error is det~cted whor3 it occurs and when it occurs. With 

Tim~ Delayed Error Det~ction, TDED, the error is detected at 

some time (position) after the error occurs. The time delay 

provides dis~dvantages, but the binary code using TDED can 

be made with greater code efficiency {lower average code 

lenth, acl) 

the same 

th~n a more 

amount of 

standard error d~tection cod~ for 

error detection capability. The 

disadvantages of TDRD includ8 (but are not limited too) 

decoder complexity and the difficulty of cr0ating a code 

which detects ?rrors efficiently. The small amount of 

previous effort in this area as seen in the next section can 

probably be blamad on the~e two, above disadvantages. 

1.2 Previous Work 

Time D0layed Error Detection was never mentioned in 

pravious work. However, non-exhaustive codes w~ra discussed 
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in two pravious papers [3 and 4]. Nonexhaustive codes (to 

b~ dafined later) are a very important part of TDED. In both 

papers very little was said but they do show the early 

problems with error detection using nonexhaustive codes. 

~he above remarks apply strictly to 
exhaustive encoding, but may not apply wher~ 
there are certain sequences of digits which 
can never occur. For if such a sequence of 
digits does occur, this may be used by the 
circuit as a spacial indication that it is 
out of phasa, and hence it may be possible to 
build auxiliary circuits which can cause 
resynchronization, even when a fixed length 
e~coding is used. So a more completa 
treat~ent of synchronization woula allow such 
auxiliary circuits, but here we will consider 
only self-synchronization, which is carried 
ou~ inharently by the same means as is used 
for deciphe:-ingt 1 

~It is alt~rnatively possible to add 
redundancy by ~estricting the sequences of 
inputs to the saguential machine generating 
the cod0. Although this approach requires no 
framing if the resulting code is error 
limiting, it appears in general to be less 
fruitful than th2 above. It is difficult, for 
~xample, to obtain error-limiting codas in 
which all single errors are d~tected without 
greatly increasing the average code-word 
lt.:ngth."1 ~ 

ThB first reference [3] describes resynchronization by 

detecting whether the circuit is out of phase and points out 

the problem of auxiliary circuits. This could just as qasily 

be error detection because if the decoder is out of phase it 

means an error has occurred. The second refer~nce [4] deals 
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with self synchronizing cod~s which go out-of-phase but 

points out that it is difficult to formulate the coaes. This 

prohlom is dealt with later. 

1.3 Definitions 

Before going any futher somA terms need to b~ defin~1 

or explained. FigurP 1.31 shows a typical encoa~r-d~coder 

configuration. The encodGr and d~coder are finite state 

machines described by the following. 

Encoder, M = <A,C,Q,F,d,w,qo> 

A = the set of input symbols or input alphabgt 

C = the set of binary code words (which are output 
to the decoder) corr2sponding to the input 
alphabet characb:;rs, CS [0+1} .. 

Q = the set of all states in the encodar 

F = the set of all final (completion of 
character) stat~s in the: encodr3r, P~Q 

d, w are functions such that: 

d:QxA-->Q 
d:FxA-->F 
w:PxA-->C 
w:FxA-->c 
w:OxA-->B""= ~,1]• 

go = th0 starting state of the Ancoder, qo eQ 

Decoder = M = <A,C,Q,F,d,w,qo> 

A = thR set of output symbols of the decoder which 
is the input alphabot of the encoder 
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c = the set of valid input binary coa~ words 
representing characters of I from the encodgr 

Q = the set of all states in the aocodgr 

F = th~ set of all final (that is completion of a 
binary encoded symbol and output of an alphabet 
character) states in the decoder, F !:: Q 

d, w are functions such that: 

d: Qx {.9, 1} - ->Q 
d: Fxc•-->P 
d: FxC-->F. 
w: PxC-->A 
w:Fxc-->/ 

qo = (h~coder starting state, goEQ 

The encoder, simply stated, takes ths input alphabet, 

A, and outputs binary code in the form of a series of binary 

sequences on~ code word for ~ach input character) f oun1 in 

set.c. the set c, called a code, becom?s vary important in 

coding theory. The prop~rtiRs of c determine how well th~ 

decoder can detect or correct errors as well as the decoder 

complexity. In this paper the set C is assumed to be a 

nonsingular (ans and only one code word for each character}, 

uniquely decodable, instantaneous cod2 (w: f'xC--)1\) as 

d~scribed in reference [tl. The elements of C arR called 

code words and the distance (hamming ~istanc~) between two 

words of the same length is the numbet:' of places in which 

the two code words differ. The ~istanc2 b~tween cod 0 wor~s 

becomes important when the code is subjected to errors whilP 

trav91ing through a channel (as shown in figure 1.31). n 

chnnnel is ~efined here as any place between th~ encod~r an~ 
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the decoder. Errors will be assumed to occur only in tha 

chann~l. Errors will also ba limited to amplitude errors 

in which a 1 is chang~d into a 0 or a 0 into a 1. ~ 

classical example is the Binary Symi1le'tric Ch<lnnel. Pha.s:. 

1-=:rrors (the loss or addition of a 1 or 0) arG not 

considered, nor are transpositions (a common typing error). 

The alphabet, ~, is considered to have a sat of 

probabilities corresponding to the probability of r~ceiving 

each character. Theso probabilities are assum~d to be of 

z2ro order {not depending on previous inputs) for most of 

tho examples. However nth order statistics can be handl~d 

by repeating the procadure for each rnarkov state. From the 

character probabilities an optimal huffman code can be found 

as .shown in most coding the:ory texts [1). An optimal con·? 

is a cod~ which has a minimum value of average code lenqth, 

acl. Th9 acl is determined by taking the length of a code 

word times tb8 probability of the character which it 

represents and then summing for all the corto words of a 

particular code. Figure 1.32 shows an optimal huffman cod~ 

on the alphab;~t, A = f1,b,c,4f where the probability of every 

charact~r is equal. From the probabilities of th~ alphab~t 

charactgrs and their code words, a statp transition graph 

can be drawn. The probability of being in any particular 

state of the graph is called the state distribution 

probability. ThA probability, given that you are in a 

p~rticular state, of going to a particular state is called 
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th~ state tr~nsition probability. 

The cod0s which are us~d for TDED ar0 nonexhaustiv~ 

cod2s. An ~xha usti v2 code is defined as a cod2 which has 

any binary s2qu.:;nc~':.> as a valid pref ix to a valid chain of 

cod~ words. The TDHD cod-::s may have th8 eff'.-'!Ct of 

synchronizing, going in-phase, after an error has occurr?d. 

A decodJr is synchronized (in-phase) if it is in a final 

stat<?, (g) F, wh~n it reciev=s the output from the Gncod~r 

which put th8 encoder in a final state. L~mma 1.3 further 

clarifies th~ dc.finition of sync11ronized. 

L'i::MMA 1.3: 

Let i be a complete sequence, that is, it starts and 

finishes when th2 encod8r has finished a character cod~ word 

output. Let a d0coder receive such an input s8gusnce i anJ, 

further, let the deco~er be synchronized (in-phase) upon thP 

compl~tion of i. Then i must hava be~n a valid cod0 word 

(i EC) • 

Proof: 

Sy the pro.perty tl:Fxc!.->F and d: Fxc!.->F (which m·3ans 

th~ code is 1rniquely decipherable) if i I: c, then 

d((q},i)=(q1), (q1) ¢ F. So, the decod?r is not in phase 

bec1us,~ it shoulr1 lie in a state (q), whGre (q) ~ F. 
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1.4 Error Detection Using Nonexhaustive Codes. 

All error detection codes are nonexhaustive codes. An 

exhaustive code, by d2finition, cannot detect ~rrors becausa 

every possible sequence of binary digits is the b~ginninq of 

some valid s~ring of characters of the alphabet, A. A simple 

ev~n parity bit code is a common Rxample of a standard 

nonexhaustive code shown in figure 1.41 which detects sinqle 

errors on tlH? alphabet, A= {:1,b,c,d] • 'l'his code det~ct.s 

single errors because the code distance betwe~n any two codo 

words is two. Thus ona error in any code word producos a 

binary sequence which is not a valid code word. This invalid 

code word is then detected in the decoder whenever its state 

is (E) and so the even parity bit code detects all single 

errors. If we now change the above code to the code found in 

figure 1.42, called code Y, we find that we cannot 

immediately tell the distance between code words or tho 

probability of detecting an error. 

Lookinq at the Y coae, we can see that only if you 

receive a 0 input while in state (01) do you enter (E) , thP. 

error detected state. A 010 input is thus required to enter 

state (E) starting from state (S), th'2' starting and. 

finishing state ( (S) =go, (S)EF) • If we assume that an error 

has occurred in {S) with an input of 11 (which corresponds 

to the code word for d) , we find that instead of going (S) 

to (1) to (S) the decoder goes (S) to (0) to (01). At this 
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point the d€:coder is said to b2 out-of-phase . or 

nonsynchronized. The decoder should be in state (S) but 

because of the error the decoder is in state {01). If the 

next code word ssquence is either a 00 (the code for a), or 

011 (the cod .. :?! for b), or if another error occurs and a O is 

received, th~ decod2r vill go to (E} and th~s the error has 

been detected (error-detected-phase). If a 11 (the code for 

d} is received, the decod9r goes to (1) and if a 10 (the 

coda for c), the d~cod0r goes to state (0). in both cases 

the d~cod0r is still nonsynchronized because it should be in 

(S). tJow if a 011 is received while in (1) Or a 11 while in 

(0) the decoder will now go to (S} and thus the dscoder has 

synchronized. When the decoder synchronizes there is no way 

to d~tect the original error. 

The three conditions or phases of a decoder after an 

error has occurred wera demonstrated above. The decoder is 

2ither in-phase: (synchronized} , out-of-phase (not 

synchronized), or error-detected-phase ~n the error state). 

It is desirable for the decoder not to become in phase aft~r 

an error has occurr~d because once in-phase the dacodor will 

never enter the error detected state and will never detect 

the error. The code of figur9 1.43, called an even cod~, has 

th~ property that for single errors the decoder will never 

become in-phase. This property also gives the cod3 the 

ability to detect any single errors with time delay. Just 

how much time delay is discussed later along with proofs of 
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2. NONEXAUSTIVE CODES 

2.1 Determining the Decoder Properties 

The detarmination of decoder properties is one of the 

difficulties of using nonexhaustive codss in TDED. More 

specificly, determining the probability of detecting an 

error as a percentag0 of the errors that can ba detected 

posas computational problems because of the out-of-phase 

condition. Most pras2nt error detection schemes do not have 

an out-of-phase condition past the code word whers the error 

or errors occurred as shown by the simple Huffman cod~ and 

even parity code discussed earlier. This is b~cause they 

ar 0 either of fixed length (2] or automatically synchronized 

(4 and 5]. The out-of-phase condition is however very 

importan~ because it allows greater efficiency in a code as 

compared to mor0 common codes while rataining th2 same 

amount of error detection capability. Therefore the 

computational difficulties are a necessary evil. 

One way of computing the properties of the cods would 

be to simulate its operation and, aftar many millions of 

inputs and outputs, tha probability of error detection could 

be determined by comparing the input with the output. This 

has its drawbacks in the form of time and energy. However, 

if we have an accurate probability distribution of the input 

alphabet, some shortcuts can hl~ made. First, thG state 
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transition probabilities, P (q,i), (that is, the probability 

of rGceiving a C9rtain input while in a certain state) and 

the state distribution probabilities, S(g), (that is the 

probability of 

de't.f;rmin,3d. A 

baing in a certain state at any time) are 

d~tailed analysis of how to go about this 

using just 

b.a found 

the input alphabet probability distribution can 

in [1] for zero order codes and (6) for high~r 

orders. He can then determine the probability, R(q,i,t), of 

baing in the out-of-phase, in-phase or error-detected-phase 

con di ti on f O!:' any given state, (q) {where ( q)E:. Q) , •3 rror (e=i 

and i=input) and tim~ (t, after ths arrorj combination. 

These probabiliti2s can be weighted by the probability of 

being in that state, S(q), and the proability of receiving 

that paticular input while in that state, P(g,i). once the 

weighting has be~n done we can sum all of ths weighted 

probabilities, R(g,i,t)xS(g)xP(g,i), and come up with the 

probabili ti·~s 

phas~:: for some 

chart of this 

of being in the in, out or error-detacted 

value of time. Figure 2.11 shows a flow 

procedure which is easily adapted into a 

computer program. 

R(q,i,t) can be determined in two ways. The first way 

would involve generating every binary sequence of length 

t-1. Each sequence would be run along paths in the decodar 

graph to determine the probability of the sequenca ocurring, 

Pr, and d0termin2 an error, no-error pair of final states. 

Pr is equal to the product of all the individual path 
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probabilities taken by the sequence starting in tha no-error 

st,1rting state, (gi) • (qi) is the state in which thA 

decoder would be in after the error occured if no ~rror had 

occured. (qj) i3 the state which the decoder entered after 

the error ocurred. The error and no-error final states, 

(q1) and (q2), are determined by starting in (gj) and (qi) 

respectively and following the input sequence through the 

d2coder. If (g1) = (q2) than the decoder has synchronized 

so Pr will be added to the in-phase probability, Pi. If 

(q 1) = (E) , the error detected state, then Pr is added to 

the error detected probability, Pd. If none of th2 above 

occurs then the decoder is nonsyncronized and thus is in the 

out-of-phas~ condition, so Pr is a1ded to the out-of-phase 

probability, Po. After the above procedure has been done 

for all saguenced of length t-1 then R(q,i,t} is obtained as 

<Pi, Po, Pd>. 

The sequenc.;:; generator approach requir3s a great dsal 

more computation than required. There are three reasons for 

th0 wasted computation. First, once an error input sequence 

enters state (E) it will always stay their no matter what 

the time. Second, if at any time the decoder becomes 

synchronized it will remain synchronized (unless another 

error occurs) • Third, some of the decoder state input 

transitions have zero probability and thus some sequences of 

binary numbers will have zero probability, Pr. These three 

reasons are used in the graphical method of determining 
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R(q,i,t). 

The graphical method sets up a graph where nodes are 

(q1,g2) pairs ((q1)= error sta.te, (q2)= no-error state) and 

arcs (one directional connections batw~en nodes) are nonzero 

probability inputs to the decoder. The graph is star~ed at 

node (qj,gi} where {qj) and {gi) are defined above (in tha 

sequence generator method) as the error, no error starting 

states. From this node an arc is drawn to node (q3,g4) if 

and only if d ( (q1) ,i) = (q3), d ( {g2) ,i) = (q4) , and P ( (q2) ,i) >O 

{whore i is the input associated with the arc) • 'l' hs node 

(q3,q4) is terminated (no leaving arcs allowed) if (q3)=(E}, 

error detected, or if {q3)=(q4), in-phasa condition. Every 

arc has associated with it an input and a probability. The 

arc probabil~ty is equal to P{(qa),ia) where (qa) is the 

(q2} of the node in which the arc starts and ia is the input 

associated with the arc. Th~ value of R(q,i,t)=<Pi,Po,Pd> 

can now be determined by taking every path of length t-1 

starting from node {qj,qi) and determining Pr. Pr, the path 

or route probability is equal to the product of each of the 

arcs probabilities taken in the path. If the path ends or 

go9s into a terminal noae, it is assumed to stay there with 

the product probability it had upon ~nt~ring. If th•3 pa.th 

goes into an error d0tected node, (q1)=(2), th0n Pr is add~d 

to Pd. If the 

then Pr is added 

is anded to Po. 

path goes into a in-phas'2 nod~, (q1)={q2) 

to Pi. If niether of the above occurs Pr 

When all of the paths of length t-1 havs 
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had th.::ir outcomes computed, we ltav~ R (q,i,t). Th·:: graph 

method is better becausa the number of paths in the graph is 

usually much smaller than the number of binary sequences and 

can never be larg0r. 

The above procedure deals mainly with single errors. 

Th~ problem of multiple or burst errors is one which 

r~guires a great deal of knowledg~ about the typss of burst 

errors. If such knowladge is available in ~he form of a sat 

of probabilities, BP(i,t) (where i is a paticular input at 

time, t, after the error has started), the procedure giv3n 

above can be modified to obtain the overall probabilities. 

ThG modification involv~s the use of BP(i,t) to d~termine Pr 

in place of P(g,i) vhen determining R(q,i,t). The 

modification would be made in determining R(g,i,t) the rest 

of the procedure remains the same. 

At this point, an ~xample is called for to demonstrat~ 

the abov~ procedure. Because of the large amounts of 

computations required for a large code with many coda words, 

this example will be vary simple as the code in figure 2.12 

shows. Figure 2.12 shows the code, the P(q,i) values and 

the S(q) values. The R(q,i,t) values for single errors ar2 

shown in figure 2.13. Figure 2.12 also shows the total 

error detection probability calculation. The results 

achi9ved by this code at time one, (t=1) are very 

inconclusive with the total probability, TP(1)=<.0,.77,.23>. 

At time two or greater (t>1) the total probability, TP (2) 
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=<.6083,0,.3917> which is not very much considering the cost 

in avorage code lenth, acl. 

2:2 Average Code Length Versus Error Detection Probability. 

The example in the last s8ction had an average code 

length, acl, of (.7x1)+(.3x2)=1.30. An· optimal Huffman code 

(0,1) would have acl=1. Therefore, the exampl~ co~e tradPd 

.3 bits per code word for an error detection capability (for 

single errors) of 0.3917. If we now choose the b encoding to 

be 11 instead of 10 as shown in figure 2.21 we find that at 

time two we have <0.,.355,.645> and as time approaches 

infinity the probability vector rapidly approach~s 

<0.,0.,1.>. The now code detects all single errors while 

keeping the acl=1.3. Obviously our new co~e is more 

advantageous. One of the major differences between tha new 

code and the one of figure 2.12 is the probability of going 

into the in-phase condition. The new ~ncodar nev~r can go 

in-phase after an error has occurred unless thAre is a 

second error. Co~es having this property of never going in 

phaso will be called nonsynchronizing codes (nonsynch codes 

for short). It appears, but has not yet been proven, that 

nonsynch codes represent a minimum acl cost for a given 

error d~tection capability. This will be very appar0nt lat~r 

for single error detecting even cod~s but for higher 
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detecting co0es the problem of cr2ating a code is compounaad 

and not readily ~pparent. The next section will proviae some 

guidance and theorems to help to better understand which 

codes provid~ a good acl, error detection capability trade 

off. 

2.3 Alphabet and Code Characteristics 

There are many desirable and undesirable alphabet-code 

characteristics but they all seem to center around on0 

characteristic, the· probability of synchronizing. We have 

already seen that the nonsynch property is dPsirable and 

theorem one is a very important extension of this property. 

Definitions: 

1) A phase check determines if the deco~er is in-phase 

or out-of-phase. 

2) A final phase check is a phase check made at the 

end of an input sequence. 

Theorem 1: 

In any time delayed error detection scheme requiring a 

final phase check, an ~rror qoes undetected if and only if 

the decoder synchronizes after the error and before the 

decoder has entered the error detection state, (E) • 
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proof: (Necessary} 

Assum2 the scror is not detected and the decod~r is not 

synchronized. It is ~ith8r out-of-phase or has sntered the 

error d~t8cterl state, (E). It, howev2r,could not hav<? 

entered the error detected stato becaus~ the error is not 

detected. So it is out-of-phase but the final phase check 

will see that it is out of phase and conclude an error has 

occurred. Thus proof by contradiction. 

(S uf fici'2n t) 

If the decoder resynchronizes before the error is 

d~tacted the system will not discover this error by the 

phas8 check because the code will be in-phase and once in-

phase, the decod~r cannot enter the arror detection state, 

once in phase th~ decoder will never go out of phase unless 
~ 

another error occurs because d:Fxc-->F. 

Th0orem 1 may seem like a restatement of what was said 

earli0r but there is one important difference. We can now 

prove that a cod? will detect e errors if after e or less 

errors occur the decoder never becomas in-phase (where a is 

any positi~e int0ger). 

The phase checl~ used in Theorem one may seem 

unnecessary because it only takes care of out-of-phase 

conditions. All of the examples, and in fact all of the 

codes that use TDED thus far observed, have the out-of-phase 

probability approach or equal zero for incrGasing values of 
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time. However this approach to zero may not always exist as 

shown by Neuman [5]. secondly, the out-of-phase probability 

only equals zero at .time ~qual to infinity as shown in th~ 

last example, figure 2.21. So for a finite sequence of code 

words the out-of-phase probability is still not zero. The 

out-of-phase check is therefore necessary and will h~ 

discussed in greater detail later. 

Providing a final phase check leaves only the in-phase 

probability as the major consideration. For a given code it 

desirahl9 to reduca this probability to maximize tho 

error detection capability of the cod0. This can be done hy 

making the code a " ~, close to a nonsynch code as possibl.?. 

Howav~r, in most problems it is not the acl which is givPn, 

known, or wanted but instead the alphabet, A, and a level of 

desired error correcting capability, ace, is given. The 

problem now bacomos how to encode the alphabet, A, so as to 

meet ecc but minimize acl. Th2 general approach would be to 

construct an optimal Huffman code [1) and then adJ 

redu·ndancy to the lower probability (least probable to 

occur) coda words until you had met your goal of error 

detection cap~bility. Th~ low probability 2ncodings are used 

because they contribute smaller additions to tha acl. How 

good the redundancies are at detActing errors seems to be 

independent of the code word probability or at least not 

strongly correlated. This comes about as a result of the 

interchanging of the s~ate transitional probabilities aftar 
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ths decoder goes out-of-phase. This interchanging differs 

with evsry input and continues until the decoder goes into 

the ic-phasa or ~rror-d~tected condition. Th8 above process 

is not meant as an algorithm for obtaining a cod0, but 

instead the above should he thought of as a few hints to 

k~ep in mind while constructing a TOED code. Th2 n~xt 

section, howaver, does give an optimizing algorithm using 

nonsynchronizing codes which detect any single error. 
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Figure 2.12 
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H((1),0,t), 

Start 
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Figure 2.1.3 
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3. NONSYNCHRONIZING CODES 

3.1 General 

Nonsynchronizing (non synch) cod~s provide many 

improvements over other codes. Nonsynch codes are really 

just a subset of nonexhaustive codes. The simplified 

analysis of the properties of nonsynch codes leads to a set 

of clear properties that can be prov~n. The sirnplifi0d 

analysis is brought about because nonsynch codes have, for 

any time, a zero probability of going in-phase providad 

there are certain restrictions on the errors they will 

receive. The time between when the error occurs and when 

th~ error is det2ct~d (the time to error detection) , appears 

to be inversely proportional to the amount of acl difference 

between the nonsynch code and an optimum Huffman code. The 

probability of b8ing out of phase reduces or decays almost 

exponentially. The time constant the d2cay is again 

inversely propo~tional to the acl difference. However, no 

proof or evon strong evidence is provided in the papar 

beyond the exparience of the few examples which have bean 

done to date. The nonsynch codes have been divided into two 

areas, Even Codes and codes which detact more than one 

error. 

-30-
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3.2 Even Codes 

Even codas are very important in Time D~layed Error 

Detection. Even codes represent to single error d~tection 

what Huffman cod~s represent to no or zsro 2rror dgtection. 

Huffman cod3s are optimal (minimum acl) for no error 

detection and even codes can be found which are optimal for 

single error detection. Two examples of even codes have 

already been shown but now th(~ d-:?finition of what 

constitutes an even code will be presented. 

Definitions: 

The set of all even cod~ words, E, is represent~d hy 

t l 1 . E' = 0~ + ( A<-1 6t1 (K ~ • 1e regu ar expression u J 1 A code, c, is 

called even if evsry code word, c, in C is an ~lament of E 

(for all cE c--> c E: g) • An even identity function, Pr-II (i), 

equals 1 for any code word, i, i¢E ani ~;qua ls 0 for i E: E. 

{PHI (i) adds all the ones of a code word modulo 2.) 

L3mmi1 2.1: 

For any two cod~ words, i,j e E and ifj, the distance 

between i and j will bs great0r than or ~qual to 2. 

Proof: 

If i and j differ in no (zero) bit positions, they ar'.j 

the sam<3 but i=fj. If they fliff0r in 1 hit . .... 
p0'.-01,lOil 1 then 

one of them has one more 1 than the oth 0 r, but they both 
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have an even numb0r of ones, so proof by contradiction. 

Lomma 2.2: 

For any i ~E if i is changed in on~ place (<~it her a 1 

to a 0 or a 0 to a 1, one error in i) to b 1::Jcom8 j, then jftE. 

This follows directly from the d0finition of coding 

distance and Lemma 2. 1. It may also be shown by PHI(j)=1 

thus j ~E. 

Theorem 2: 

Even codes detect all single errors. This can be 

restated as shown in the next sentence. Even codes never 

synchronize (go in-phase) after a single error has occurred 

provided that no additional errors occur. 

Proof: 

Assume that we have a valid string, of codewords, r. 

we also havg a string, s, which is r but with one error. 

Both the string r and the string s start in thg same stat~, 

(s} • For the arror in s to go undetected the s and r 

strings must finish in the same state. String r finishes in 

a valid final state besause r is a string of valid 

codewords. Now if all the valid code word soquencas, c, 

accepted by the decoder are evAn (as is th~ case with an 

evi:::n cod"')), then c111.SE. Becauso s ~ F. by Lemma 2. 2 then s EC~ 
- -.111 - A so sE coi:. By definition d:FxC-->F so a ( (s) ,s)= (qs), (qs) I 11 
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but d ( (s) , r) =(qr) , whGre (gr) E F so (gs)= (qr} thus the 

rh~coder cannot b<' in-phase w i ~ h s as an input string. Th ~n 

by Thaorem 1, the single error in s is detected and 

th2refore even codes detect single errors. 

Now that th3 properties of even codes are known, the 

next step is to obtain an optimal (minimum acl) even cone 

from a given input alphabet, A, and its input ?robabilities. 

An algorithm is available ~o obtain an optimal even cod0 for 

A. First, a Huffman code must be constructed for A. This 

procedure is outlin~d by Abramson [1] for z~ro ord :•r 

systems. The algorithm for obtaining a minimum even coJ~ 

applies for the zero order system. The higher order even 

co~e is obtained by repeating the zero ord~r procedure for 

8ach markov state code [6]. The Huffman code is now divided 

into class2s by the length of its coda words. All code worJs 

with the same length are in the same class. Starting with 

the srn3llest length class and working to larger class?s an 

algorithm is used as found in figures 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23. 

The algorithm may seem ciomplicated at first but once the 

first nonempty length class has been encoded the rest of th~ 

code words follow a very simple form. The simple form is 

arrived at by taking code words from the last nonempty class 

(of length p), complementing their last bit and then adding 

(concatenating) an odd-number-of-ones binary sequ~nce at the 

end of the code word. The length of the odd length sequence 
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is equal to the length of the new class (of length l) minus 

the length of th~ last nonempty length class (of lAngth p). 

If at 

class 

any time 

(of length 

th8 nnmbGr (n) of characters in a len9th 
(/-('"' / 1) .;:,xcede the number, (m+r) (2 ) , then 

the charact8rs of least probability are removed from th~ 

class 1 and put into the next larger class (1+1) until only 
r.-p-1 (m+r) {2 ) charact<?rs remain in 1 (m=the number of real 

and dummy code words and r=the number of dummy code words in 

thP last nonempty length class) • An example of the us~ of 

th~ algorithm is found in figure 3.24 and 3.25. In this 

example, all of the length classes after one ars non empty. 

In a second example of figure 3.26 and 3.27, this is not the 

case. The second example also demonstrates th~ use of dummy 

cod2 words. nummy cod? woras are for~ed if a length class is 

not empty and has less than the maximum number of codo words 

allowed for the class Q-r-t 
(0$n~(rn+r) (2 )) • Thr:: l"Xtra or 

dummy code words are created and saved for later use in th0 

algorithm. They never have a character assign0d to them but 

instead are used later to form code words but also the dummy 

coda words can b~ made into coda words by simply adding a 

binary string of length, 1-p, which is made up of an even 

number of on~s. The length is equal to the odd string length 

added to the code word as discussed before. Therefor~ a 

dummy code word can b3 used to make twic8 as many code words 

as a normal code word. 

A comparison is made in figures 3.25 and 3.27 between 
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the acl of the Huffman code and the even cod~. Figure 3,24 

also shows the ?Von parity code. The even coda can be seen 

as very close to the Huffman code in acl and much smaller 

than the evan parity code. The differsnce in acl is very 

apparent and TDED using even codes is shown to be a far mor8 

efficient code for the capability to detect a single error. 

It shoul~ be noted that even codes as define~ are not the 

only nonsynch code which detects any single ~rror. If all 

the code words have ev~ry bit complemented (an even numbgr 

of zeroes code) of any even code, the nPw code has all the 

properties of an even code. However, hecause the above code 

displays the same characteristic and useful properties as 

even codes (which are already presented) there is no need to 

be redundant. Therefore their properties will go unproven. 

The next section however deals with codgs which have the 

property of detecting more than one error. 

3.3 Higher Error Detection Codes 

Higher error detection code can detect e-1 errors where 

e is some number larger than two. For fixed length cod~s e 

must be les3 than or ~qual to the distanc8 betwpen any two 

code words of the code. The restrictions on the fixed length 

cod2 is givon by the Hamming Bound which is described in 

many coding theory texts including rsfer~nc2 [1]. Howev~r, 
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these restrictions do not apply entirely to TDED codes. 

Given a TDED coda, it can be divided up into length 

classes as were Huffman and even codes. Each length class 

can be thought of as a separate cod0 which has the Si'UilG 

restrictions as a fixed length cbde having the same number 

of code words as the length class. Every cod3 word in the 

length class must have a distance of 8 or more from any 

other code word in its class if the code is to detect e-1 

errors. However, the rqlationship between two code words in 

different classes is not so restrictive. lf the code is a 

nonsynch code then th~ only way for an error to ha detected 

is if enough ercors occur to cause the input sgguence to be 

a different but valid sequence. Theorem thre~ gives a 

sufficient but not necessary restriction on codg words of 

different lgngth classes. Even codes arg a good example of 

theorem thr3e not heinq necessary as shown in almost every 

example of even codes. 

A code will aetect e-1 errors if th9 code words can b~ 

broken into length classes such that: 

1) 11.= C1 U C2 U C3U ••• U en, n=l0nqth of the 
largest code word 

2) if cECi, then c¢cj where ilj 

3) cG. c, if and only if c is i bits long 
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4) A{c,d),.?0 for c,dECi for any i 

5) A{c,d) 2 e/2 for cE:Ci, d~Cj and i/j 

wher0 A(c,d) is the Hamming distance b9twe~n 
c and d, as compared from the front and the 
back. 

Assume the cods will not detect e-1 errors. Then there 

must be a sequence, s, which can be corrupt~a to a valid 

sequsncc, r, with e-1 or fewer errors. S0quence s must b2 a 

valid sequence of code words in-phase with r (if th~ decod~r 

is out-of-phase or in the 0rror dEtected ~tate, the errors 

are discovered by theorm 1). Compare s and r, starting at 

th~ir beginings and continuing until we find the first and 

the last encoded characters in r which differs from s. If 

the first such charact~r of r has the same lenth as th? 

first one of s, then they differ by ~e (by 4), but they 

cannot by our assumption. So, they must be diff2rent 

lengths and thus in different classes of A. They therPfore 

ch ff er by e/2 (by 5) • How~ver, because they ar~ of 

different lengths, som~wh~re aftGr this point there must he 

code words of s and r which ~nd in the same place or 

position and which are not of the same length. To become 

in-phase both th~ r and s strings must cause the decoder to 

end in the same state. Sequence r is a valid string so it 

ends in a valid final state as must s. To end in a valid 

final state after starting out-of-phas~~ at some point (the· 

first different charactsrs). The lengths must add up at 
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sorn~ later point to the same value. This means ths r string 

character must end with a character of different length than 

the s string character ending at the same point and again 

(by 5) thes~ two characters vary by at least a/2. '.rh is 

makes the minimum distance between r and s e/2+e/2 = e, thus 

proof by contradiction. 

All code words for which theorem three applies are 

obviously not optimal. Which cod~s are optimal and an 

algorithm for obtaining a TDED code which d~tects e-1 ~rrors 

(where e is larger than 2) was not found. However, using 

theorem three and approaching the problem by dividing the 

characters into length classes did produce th3 cod0s of 

figure 3.31. The Y code classes are arrived at by taking 

the even code l~ngth classes of figure 3.23 and adding two 

to their lengths. The code detects 4-1=3 errors or less with 

time delay. The code words themselves are th8 same forwards 

and backwards which gives them their e/2 differences between 

· classes (regardlass of being compared from the front or 

back) • A second code which detects three errors is also 

shown, code Z, but because the a character code word was 

picked as 00, the other code words wer~ overly restricted. 

This is apparent from the acl of the two codes. 
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R(i):= i ~nrt with the la~t bit co;,;p1.:;rn:~ntec1 
""''" ·~·~ ( U '1 '") .... ..,. ~l"' '1 "· '"· c·)" ,. ' 1 ~ .; , ... •·.• ":'.· ~ ",_.,'. '",,· ·n •. (.'1'1:·,1 ... ·) i.·.•, I' 0 1~ ,_.,. · . .:-1 ',· '.'. '~ " \.~- 'f ~.1 J._ • :ti _.,_ .._ }.' ··-· t•J ~ Ji ... LJ ~ ........ · L,_,r_ .A.i 1(-!'., - " I ~ .t. ~ .... ,_, 

binary nvnbcr of le-nth J--p 
odd(u 0 l-p)::: the uth oecurinc; "r;jd nurnher of cni·~:..;" 

binary nwuber of lenth 1-p 

Even Code Word Subroutine 
r~igure 3.23 



l l 
• I ., 1 , • 1 . J I . ..JLL- !:TQ.:;[l,.'].:!,_,,,.]. c,z ! 
a I e,;:2 I 

t f 
b l 8/12 . ( .. 

l c l 
! a. J. I 
! 

e j 
j 

f l 
r.' 1 .. b ! 
h l 

J/3?. 
1/32 
1/;,2 

Coc1.o 

01 

11 

001 

101 

100 

0001 

01)001 

00000 

cle.0;c 

cJ_asr.J 

ClRG:::; 

claEA 
class 

1 ·-
2 = 
3 = 
/} = 
5 = 

p::O; n:::O; 1=1; n of 1 = o, so go to noxt length c1a0s 
p=O; r·::.:O; 1~=2; n=2 

f. 
[a,b~ 

[c,d 1 0~ 
rf.'~ <.}-

"~rr 1i_\ tE.1•·· - .,! 

G( 1, 2) = 00 

C(?.,2) .. 11 
Ths20 arc the only two even cocl.e wordf:! of lon,~;th 

two 
p:c2; r:2i 1"'.3i n_.:J 

G(1,3) ~: 00>:·1; Il(C(1,J))=00-:.=01 and odd.(u,l-p)=ocld.(1,1)::1 

C(2,3) :: 11{~1 .·.: 101 

.3 =-~ j_> (1r.;-r)k -:.: (2+0)~/3-2-1 )=2x1=::2, so character o (e=CJ=CL •• Cn) 

goon into th-:> nczt hj_gher length class, /} 
pc:J; :~;==2; ]_·,=!,,; n:<~ 

G(1,L:-) -· 01F1 ... 0101 

c ( 2 '/,) =·= 1 011:-1 -- 1 001 

no characte1~::. left j_n length class /1• and i_) (rn+r )k, co ne~:t cJ.n:·Js 
p:::J~; !:;-:.~·2; 1=·;5; n.::-:2 

C(1,5) -· 010F1 -- 01001 

C(?.,5) ·· 100P1 ... 10001 

five :i.G tho lo.::;t length class, so done 

fi gurc 3 • 21~ 
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II. I1~vcn Code Even for:i ty Code 

a 00 0000 

b 11 001 ·1 

c on 0101 

d 101 0110 

e 0101 1001 
L' 1001 1010 J. 

r: 01001 1100 0 

h 10001 1111 

a.cl of the IIuffrnan code :::; 0 7/'2 0 .) ~ = 2.71875 

a.cl of tb.o Even code = ('7/n U .:J'v + 3/32 •.. 2.C125 

a.cl of t11e J~iren for:i.ty code = 4. 

Evon and Even farity Codes for the Exai;;ple 

F1gure J.25 
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Huffman 
f~ Probahil:i.·!7 Code LenO"th Cle .. sr:e [~ 

D. L,,.0/61,,. 1 

b (}/6' u '·~ 000 cJ..aos 1 ..• [a1 
c (.//"! U O.;. 001 class 2 ··- I 
0. I i/61,,. 010 class 3 ... ·[l),c,d1 

c I 2/61,,. 01100 class !;. ... 1 
f 2/6/,. 01101 class 5 ... &,r ,g,h! 
g 

t 
1/6/;. 01110 

h 1/6/i. 01111 

Start 
p:::O; 1+=0; 1:-:1; n=1 

C( 1, 1) ::: 0 this is the only evon code word of lonGth one 

p:::1; rn,::1; 1°"2; n:::O, so go to tho next length cla_~is, 3 
p:::1; n::1; l:::J; n:cJ 

C(1,3) ~: 0'~01 ·:: 101 
C(2,J) ~.: 0}10 ~= 110 
':! ... ]•) ( 1·1 -'-1•) 1r· .. (1+0)2(J-1- 1 ) .. 2 
_./""" ~ ,;J I J.\..•-· ~·· ' so cha.racter d goes :i.nto clas;:; 4 

p7.: 3 ! r:i:·.:2: ].::.:/, • n.:c: 1 

.C(1,!:.) 0~ 10P1 -· 1001 

C(?.,.1:-) == 110-::-1 ·- 1111; but j_ n, so C(2,!:-) :i.s a. i.lumny code word 

p:::l;.; r:-··c:?. ~ 1:::5 i ;:i:·:/:-

C( 1, 5) :·.: 1001->:-1 ,.,.10001 

C(2,5) 0= 1111'~0 '"11110; even(u.,l-p)·"even(1,1 )=O; an even ond:i.ng i.n 
e.rldecl. bccmu::e C(2,L1.)::C(i,p) is a durrtlny; also r=~1 

c ( 3' 5 ) :.: 1 ·111>} 1 o: 111 01 
/ 1°.::i.> (ni+r)k::(2+1 )2(5-l+-1 )=3, so cbaracter h goes to cla:::.;::. 6 

rc.oO; · P''5; r:,:::J; 1,::6; n:.:1 

C(1,6) ~ 10001*1 ~ 100001 
:~i~~ if'. the last cJ_ar s, so clone 

Second E:;~a1.1ple U r.;j_ nc: the illgor:i tl:r:'. 
l~iguro 3.26 
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A Even Cod.0 

a 

I 
0 

b 101 

c 110 

d 1001 ( 

e J 10001 

f 11101 
0' b 11·110 

h. 100001 

acl of the Huff1:-!an code = 126/6/~ ::: 1. 96;:575 

acl of the :2~Yon code = 126/611• + 5/61~ = 2. OL,6875 

Even Code for the Socond T:'..xamplo 

figv..re J .27 
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I I Even Go<lc Cock y Godo '7 ,_, 

t• f'-.~ 1--~p ~-yj i - "T.T . o:: c=l. ():::/, ~·-' - ....;:..!;~':=_l,J~,_~· 2 
''/~.,, I oo 0000 00 a n .,~ •. - l 

b ''/-:-.2 l 11 1111 1111 I. ..., ..,. 

I !/'>? t 011 01010 110011 c ,.;. ../---- I 
l 1/3?.. i 

6. i ' 101 1010·1 11000011 
I 
! 3/J2 1001 110011 1.100000011 c i 
~ 

f l -;/;:?.. 0101 001100 ·11 000000001 ·1 
i 

r: i 1/-:-') 0100·1 0110110 11000000000011 lo i .. )1~ 

11 1/-c? .,,;•.., .10001 1001001 1100000000000011 

acl of t~i.c y code = 154/32 - 1; .• c·125 

acl of tb.~; '7 ,_, C00.8 = ')oo/n ,..., -', ..)~ .... = 6.25 



4. IMPLEMENTATION AND HARDWARE 

4.1 Encoder and Decoder 

TDED, because it is interactive in nature, woul~ 

probably require a large amount of time and hardware if it 

were to he made up of flip-flops and gates as are many 

encodAr-decoder combinations. A better system would involv~ 

the use of microprocessors or minicomputers for the encoder 

and the decoder. The state transition graphs used to 

describe the encoder or decoder could easily be mod~l~d by a 

microprocessor. Figure 4.11 shows a simple encoder-decoder 

configuration or system which uses a microproc 0 ssor for the 

encoder and the d~coder. The input and output of the system 

are strings of alphah~t characters whi.ch may thGmselvcs bP 

coded (for instance ER0IC or ASCII symbol cod2s). The mgmory 

of the processors could be eithsr internal or external 

registers and/or addr~ssable external memory. In both the 

encoder and decoder, the memory woQld hold the d(q,i), state 

cross input to new state, function and the w(g,i), state 

cross input to output function. These functions could b0 in 

the form of lookup tables or as described by [6J in the form 

of instructions to implement the building of the tables 

depandinq on the overall state of ths machine. The memory 

would also hold the state and program instructions. In 

addition the decoder m~mory could hold th~ input until it is 
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ready to be op2rated on and/or the output until the 

receiving 6nJ (where the output goes) is r~ady to taka the 

output. The encoder memory would also be required to hold 

the input to the channel (the encoder output) until the 

message is complAted. This restriction of holding the whole 

input guarantees that if an error is detected than the 

encoder can retransmit the whole message. In practice a 

buffer space of some large size would be sufficient. For a 

long buffer, thsre is a small chance that an error could 

remain undetocted for a time greater than the time covered 

by the buffer. For this to be a valid procedure the average 

+· ,_1 me b~twoen error and detection would to be much 

smaller tha~ th~ time coverRd by the buffer. The buffers 

would also be rPquirod to store the stata of the first bit 

of the buffr~r. 

The micro processors would be r~quired to perform the 

instructions to update the stat~ of thg machine and output 

thG necessary code. The encoder would have to in addition 

monitor the error detect line and once an error detect sign 

is received the system must go back and output from the 

beginning of the input memory buffer. The decoder will have 

to output an error detected signal to the encoder once the 

error detcctGd state is obtained. It must also give some 

indication to the receiving circuit that the last n output 

characters, where n is not known to the decoder, are wrong. 

This prospect can be avoided by having the d0cod9r memory 
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hold tha last n characters where the n characters have a 

saquence code length which is the size of the encod~r 

buffer. 

The problem of having an error go und8tected for a lonq 

period of time can be very troublesome. The buffer spaces 

required to neglect the possibility of an error going 

undetected will probably be large for a very efficient code. 

If the error should qo undetected beyond the buffer spaca 

then the encoder and decoder will remain out of phase, that 

is the encoder's output will not correct the decoder's 

problem because the error will still have occurred because 

it occurred before th 0 beginning of the pres9nt buffer. The 

decoder will then continue to go into the error detected 

state after the buffer has been sent to the decod~r. The 

problem above can be solved in many ways but one simple way 

would be to require a periodic phase chack to see if the 

state of the decoder is correct. 

4.22 Phase Check 

There are many ways by which the decoder condition or 

phase may be checked. one way would be for the Gncoder to 

output to the decoder upon re guest its state as suggested by 

Ott (6). The encoder could check this but th-~ proc 0 dure is 

very complicated and awkward. A better way would be for thq 
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encoder to output a special code which woul~ tak~ thQ 

d~coder from a final state to a phas0-ch2ck-state. Tho 

phase-ch~ck-state would act like the final stat~ from which 

the special cod~ occurred but no output would be gen0rated. 

Tho special cod2 would be given after every n cod~ words 

from th2 1~ncod2~r {wher.2 n is some pr~det"!rmin,"?d integ2r). !\ 

register in the d~coder would count the numbPr of code wor~s 

received. Once n code words wore received the decoder would 

exp~ct the special code. If it did not occur the decod3r 

would go into the error detected state. The phaso.-check 

code would be added to the input alphabet of the ~ncodsr as 

a character and would have a probability of 1/n • The oth~r 

alphabet charactsrs would have thGir probabilities 

multiplied by (1-1/n}=(n-1)/n. The new alphabet resulting 

from the a~dition of the phase-check character could now b~ 

dealt with like any other alphabet. 

The choice of n would dep3nd on the channel 

charact€ristics and th? desir0d error d~tection capability. 

A srna.11 valu8 of n wouli'l. result in a siqnificant inc.rea.se in 

acl and a much lower probability of an error going 

und~tect 12d (assuming rilt,; smaller than chann?.l capacity). 

Also when an error occurs and is detect0d the amount of code 

which must be retransmitted is proportional ton and thus as 

n becomss smaller the length of the memory buffers and time 

lost retransmitting becomes ~mall?r. 



Error Detected Line 
i..----· -------.. ·--------·--------·-···------··-·-···-·--·1 
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TDEDD Encoder ~nd Decoder Configuration 

Figure 4. !1 
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5. CONCLUSION 

5.1 The Use of Time Delayed Error Detection 

Time delayed error detection cod~s can be us?d in 

almost every application that any present day error 

d~tection code is used. TDED codes, because they are of 

variable length and can be optimized, are better adapted to 

gncode real life alphabets which do not hav0 equal character 

probabilities. TD~D codes cannot be used in FEC, Forward 

error control, syst0ms but could be nsed in ARQ, automatic 

repeat request, systems. The inability to be ussd in FEC 

systems, however, does not seem to be that important. For 

most applications, as discussed by Burton and Sulivan !2!, 

ARQ is or will be the way to do it. 

5.2 Op~n Areas and Needed Work 

The material coverad so far has left quite a few loose 

enis untied. The greatest area of needed work envolves the 

tim8 to error detection and the trade off of acl versus time 

to error detection. The brute force method of chapter two 

must be reduced to analysa thesG time problems. The 

capability of TD~D co~es to handle multiple burst errors 

needs to be analyzed further and some code characteristics 
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which h9lp or hinder multiple ~rror detection need to h3 

formulated. A general algorithm nPods to bs thought out for 

higher error detection codes similar to the algorithm for 

evGn codes and A proof is needed for the even cod~ algorithm 

of 3.2. A procgdure to fin~ the optimum value for n, th~ 

number of characters between phase checks, is th~ next st2p 

towards implementing TOED and so it should be explored. 

Phase ~rrors (errors where a binary bit is lost and thus the 

encoder and decoder are out of phase) and transposition 

errors are oth8r areas of concPrn. There are mcny ar2~s 

which could use additional work and refinern~nt which wer0 

cov~red but not complP-tely. In general the problems ar~ 

still wida open to further work beyond this paper. 
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TIKE DELAYED ERnOR DETECTION CODES 

by 

CharlGS L. Rahm, III 

(ABS'rHAC'l') 

Th0 use of nonexhaustive codes which have sp~cial types 

of redundancies an~ formulated. Th~ properties of these 

cod2s include the ability to d0tect amplitude errors in 

binary sequ~nces by driving the dscod8r into an error 

However, the errors som,~ 

time after the the error has reached th~ decod~r and thus 

the name time delayed error detection, TDED. 

is received, th0 decoder is found to he in one of three 

phases or conditions, in-phass, out-of-phase, or ~rror-

d~tt:cted-phas~:?. A type of nonexhaustiv~ code, called an 

is capable of detecting any singl9 error. i\ n 

algorithm is pres~nted which can construct an op~imum singl~ 

error detecting even code for any alphabet. Thi.s optimu;;1 

even cod3 is found to b~ very close in av~rage cod2 lsnth to 

the Huffman cod~ for tho same alphabat. TDED codes which 

dr.;,b::ct rnor~ than one error arc; included and a 92n2ral 

thaorern is proved about higher error det?cting TDED codes. 

Th~ hardware need0d to impl~ment a TDED system is d<~al t 

with and a phas0 check which checks to see if th2 iscoder is 

in the in-phase condition is discussed. 

shown to be usable in most applications which requirs error 

d;:o-tection. 
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